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Citizens define what is private

1. Iris/retina scan
2. Fingerprint scan
3. DNA
4. Passport details
5. Date of birth
6. Bank account details
7. Credit ratings
8. Salary/compensation
9. Performance at work
10. Mobile phone details
11. Residential address
12. Family details
13. Medical records
14. Debit/credit card details
15. Income tax details





Electronic Frontier Foundation’s spotlight (and FOIAs)



Maryland v King oral arguments





Maryland v King – Scalia’s dissent



New Scientist Sep 13, 2016 Yasser Al-Zayyat/AFP/Getty Images

Universal DNA database fosters population equity



What’s so special about genetic information anyway?

• Is a DNA profile the same as a fingerprint? 
• …maybe, maybe not…

• A DNA sample contains information that can predict
• disease propensities
• psychological predispositions
• medical information 
• biological relationships
• ancestry or ethnic data

• A DNA sample/profile may contain information the DNA source may not 
know, may not wish to know, and/or may not wish others to know
• “Right not to know”



History of avoiding sensitive genetic information in forensics

• Criminal scientific applications demand due process and respect for 
Constitutional rights of the “innocent until proven guilty”

• Law enforcement is under scrutiny for civil rights violations

• DNA Advisory Board specifically chose CODIS markers not associated with 
medical traits, physical traits, and ancestral geographic origins
• … but mostly because this means they are biologically neutral and will have higher 

mutation rates in each generation, making them diverse markers



Public perceptions (and misconceptions?)

• Police will use what they can to catch criminals
• Public fears lack of privacy from government
• “Police may plant my DNA at a crime scene”

• DNA sample is not distinguished from DNA profile
• DNA marker is not distinguished from DNA marker genotype

• DNA offender samples are not distinguished from DNA evidence samples
• DNA used in court for conviction are not distinguished from investigative uses





“…even for CODIS marker genotypes statistically 
associated with biomedically relevant phenotypes, statistical 
association is not synonymous with positive or negative 
predictive value.”





“As in other situations in which data aggregation can 
unexpectedly reveal genetic information at the individual 
level, it is desirable to reevaluate the privacy of forensic 
STR profiles in light of the widespread availability of 
diverse SNP profiles to researchers and the public. 

“Because our record-matching methods can potentially be 
extended beyond the detection of identical people to the 
detection of relatives—matching a SNP profile of an 
individual to an STR profile of a relative—we expect that 
privacy considerations will extend to this scenario as well.”



Human genetic identification applications
Crime Solving

• Homicides
• Sexual assaults
• Property crimes

Criminal Investigations

• Matches to a database
• Familial searching
• Molecular photo-fitting

Remains Identification

• Military
• Missing persons
• Mass fatalities

Immigration and 
Citizenship

• Verify relationship of 
immigrant applicant

• Detection of adoption 
fraud

Human Trafficking

• International missing 
persons database

• Domestic non-criminal 
public database

Personal Use

• Civil investigations (e.g., 
custody, inheritance)

• Relationship testing
• Genealogy research
• Infidelity

Tolerance for privacy risks probably 
vary based on the application





Lessons from public biobanks and medical genomics research

• Informed consent as a transparency mechanism is a foundation for privacy 
protections

• Laws and federal rule-making can restrict research and prevent translation of 
science
• e.g., Human Subjects Common Rule

• Government transparency reassures public
• e.g., Million Veterans program

• Altruism is alive and well



What data is to be shared? With whom?

• DNA sample sharing? Or DNA profile sharing?

• Personally-identifiable data with a profile? Or de-identified genetic profiles?

• Between criminal justice agencies for crime-solving? For terrorism? For mass 
disaster?

• From criminal justice agency to immigration agency? Or from immigration 
agency to criminal justice agency?

• Across borders?



Inherent privacy benefits of Rapid DNA approach

• Fewer eyes/hands, lower risk of mishandling and inadvertent privacy intrusion

• Consumption / destruction of sample swab by design

• Optional connectivity to databases

• Option to “search and release” during detention – both the person of interest 
and the sample



“Family” is a social construct, not a biological one



DNA data-sharing rules will vary

Federal

State

Local

International

Commercial

Non-
Governmental 
Organization

Law Enforcement Non- Law Enforcement



Privacy Act of 1974

https://www.justice.gov/opcl/privacy-act-1974



Relevant bits of the Privacy Act in a nutshell…

• does not apply to non-US citizens / legal residents 
• “The term “individual” means a citizen of the United States or an alien lawfully 

admitted for permanent residence.” (§3(a)(2))

• excludes “matches” for criminal justice purposes 
• §3(a)(8)(B)

• restricts sharing of data across agencies and outside of agencies 
• §3(e)(1) and §3(e)(10)

• requires consent of the individual 
• §3(e)(3)



NDIS & the Privacy Act (61 FR 37495)

• Individuals covered by the NDIS law: 
• Convicted offenders
• Missing persons and their close biological relatives
• Victims
• DNA lab personnel

• The law does not cover the DNA sample itself, only the DNA profile and the 
personally identifiable information associated with it



NDIS & the Privacy Act (61 FR 37495)

• Permits direct disclosures of NDIS records to Federal, State and local 
criminal justice agencies who participate in NDIS

• Permits secondary or indirect disclosures of DNA records…
• To criminal justice agencies for law enforcement ID purposes
• In judicial proceedings
• For criminal defense purposes
• For a population statistics or research, if personally identifiable information is 

removed



Fair Information Practice Principles for Rapid DNA

1. Transparency
2. Choice/consent for individual 

participation
3. Purpose specification
4. Data minimization
5. Use limitation
6. Data quality and integrity
7. Security
8. Accountability and auditing



Sara’s thoughts on Rapid DNA uses outside of NDIS

• DNA collected by US agencies not for NDIS would be subject to the Privacy 
Act, unless exempted for criminal justice or for terrorism surveillance under 
the Patriot Act

• The protections of the Privacy Act do not cover foreign persons (except legal 
residents)

• DNA collected by private organizations outside of a government agency is 
NOT subject to the Privacy Act

• Questions remaining…
• Would DNA collected and then discarded by an agency be considered a data 

record?
• If Rapid DNA applications are entirely managed by private entities, what privacy 

protections are needed? What data could be shared with government agencies?
• What protections are needed for collection of foreign persons’ DNA?



Migrant border-related deaths around the world, 2015

Source: Fatal Journeys 2 International Organization for Migration Report 2016
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DNA collection for missing migrant investigations



What is needed to move science forward?

• Legal infrastructure to permit use of technology
• (while minimizing privacy intrusions)

• Improved public-private partnerships
• (along with accountability guidelines)

• Public dialogue to minimize misconceptions
• (while respecting alternative perspectives)

• Better forums to translate science to the public 
• (not just through crime TV shows and juries)

• Courage to apply new technologies 
• (while researching the gaps and challenges)
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